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RADIATIVE DECAYS OF HEAVY MESONS AND THEDETERMINATION OF THE STRONG g-COUPLING�Paul SingerDepartment of Physis, Tehnion � Israel Institute of TehnologyKiryat Hatehnion, Haifa 32000, Israel(Reeived November 2, 1999)The strong g-oupling haraterizes the interation of heavy mesonswith pions in typial verties H�H�, H�H��, where (H�;H) stands forvetor and pseudosalar (B�;B) or (D�;D) heavy mesons. Its estimationby di�erent theoretial methods has led to a wide range of possible values.We desribe a new approah to the determination of g, whih exploits therare radiative deays B� ! B and D� ! D. It is shown that thebranhing ratio of D� ! D an be expressed as a funtion of a singleunknown g and we alulate it to be in the measurable range between1:6� 10�6 and 3:3� 10�5 for 0:25 < g < 1.PACS numbers: 12.39.Fe, 12.39.Hg, 13.25.�k, 13.40.Hq1. Introdution and experimental overviewWe onsider here the strong and eletromagneti deays of the heavyvetor mesons D� and B� of spin-parity 1�, with the speial aim of gaininginformation on their strong ouplings gB�B�, gD�D�. It is well known thatthe main deays of D�'s proeed either as a strong transition D� ! D�with a �nal pion of about 40 MeV/ momentum, or as an eletromagnetitransition D� ! D with a photon of momentum of nearly 140 MeV/. Onthe other hand, sine the mass di�erene MB� �MB is only 45.8 MeV, thedeay B� ! B� annot take plae and the main deay of B� is the radiativeproess B� ! B.The interation between mesons ontaining a single heavy quark Q andpseudosalar Goldstone bosons is presently best desribed by an e�etivetheory [1�3℄ whih ontains �avour and spin symmetries in the heavy mesonssetor and hiral SU(3)L 
 SU(3)R symmetry in the light one (for a reent� Presented at the XXXIX Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, Poland,May 29�June 8, 1999. (3849)



3850 P. Singerreview, see [4℄). As a result of the heavy quark symmetry, the heavy me-son hiral Lagrangian (HM�L) whih implements this sheme ontains justone oupling, denoted by g, to haraterize the strength of several verties,D�D��, D�D�, B�B�� and B�B�. While the gB�B� vertex is not aessiblein a diret deay, the gD�D� oupling may be measured in priniple from thedeay width of the deay hannel D� ! D�. So far, only an upper limitis available from the ACCMOR Collaboration at CERN [5℄, � (D�+) <131KeV based on the high-resolution measurement of 127 (D�+) events.In view of the great interest in the strength of the B�B� and D�D� ver-ties, whih are relevant for the analysis of various B and D deays, a largenumber of alulations has been performed to obtain the g-oupling. Theresults are quite divergent, as it will be desribed in the next hapter. Re-ently, Daphne Guetta and myself [6℄ have suggested a new approah to thedetermination of g. We onsidered the deays B� ! B and D� ! Dwithin the framework of HM�L and we have shown that the measurementof the branhing ratios and spetra of these deays an provide informationon the g-oupling. This method is espeially pro�table in the harm setor.As a bakground for the model we have built, I review here suintlythe experimental status of the B� and D� deays and present a summary ofthe theoretial attempts to desribe the main deays to a pion or a photon.The main deay of B�, the eletromagneti transition B� ! B has beenobserved both at the Cornell Eletron Storage Ring (CESR) [7℄ and at LEP[8℄. There is obviously no measurement of the width of this transition. It hasbeen studied in a variety of theoretial models inluding quark models [9℄,the hiral bag model [10℄ followed by e�etive hiral Lagrangian approahes[11℄, potential models [12℄, QCD sum rules [13℄ and an analysis of experi-mental D� branhing ratios using HM�L [14℄. The preditions range from� (B�o(B�+)! B0(B+)) = 0:04(0:10) KeV [13℄ to 0.28(0.84) KeV [10,11℄,with most alulations onentrating in the higher range.The D� meson was disovered more than twenty years ago [15℄ and itsdeay branhing ratios have been studied extensively. The urrent PDGaverages [16℄ are Br(D�+ ! D+�o) : Br(D�+ ! Do�+) : Br(D�+ !D+) = (30:6 � 2:5)% : (68:3 � 1:4)% : (1:1 � 2:1 � 0:7)% and Br(D�o !Do�o) : Br(D�o ! Do) = (61:9 � 2:9)% : (38:1 � 2:9)%. A reent [17℄CLEO experiment on D�+ deays gives the more aurate branhing ratiosBr(D�+ ! D+�o) : Br(D�+ ! Do�+) : Br(D�+ ! D+) = (30:7 � 0:7)% :(67:6 � 0:9)% : (1:7 � 0:6)%.These D� eletromagneti and strong deays have been alulated withthe same models used for B� and most papers of Refs. [9℄-[14℄ have on-sidered also D� deays. Additional alulations referring to D� only in-lude quark models [18℄, the hiral bag model [19℄ and use of sum rules[20℄. Here again the theoretial alulations span an order of magnitude



Radiative Deays of Heavy Mesons and the Determination of... 3851range for the predition of the widths, from � (D�o) ' (3 � 10)KeV [13℄ to(60-120)KeV [9,11℄. Many of these theoretial results are �tted to obtainorret relative widths. The real test will ome when the absolute widthwill be measured. Aording to several of the models, typial values are� (D�+ ! all) ' 80KeV, � (D�o ! all) ' 60 KeV [9,18,19℄, not far fromthe present upper limit [5℄.2. The heavy meson hiral Lagrangian and estimation of gThe treatment of the physial proesses involving soft pions we desribedin the previous setion is performed within the framework of an e�etivetheory, the �Heavy Meson Chiral Lagrangian� (HM�L) whih embodies twoprinipal symmetries of Quantum Chromodynamis. At one end, there isthe SU(2Nf ) heavy �avour-spin symmetry harateristi of the in�nite heavyquark mass limit. In this limit, the interations with the light hadrons areindependent of the mass of the heavy quarks; moreover, the independene ofthe interation on the spin sQ of the heavy quark allows to de�ne degeneratedoublets of heavy states with spin-parity sPQ = (s`� 12)P where s` is the spinof the light quark, whih in our ase is q = u; d; s.The doublet members are the pseudosalar and vetor mesons orre-sponding to s` = 12 and we make the assumption that both the  and the bquark are su�iently heavy. Symmetry-breaking orretions to this shemeare taken into aount by terms obtained in a 1MQ expansion [4℄.At the other end of the energy sale is the hiral limit of QCD realized forM` ! 0(` = u; d; s); the QCD Lagrangian is then invariant under SU(3)L �SU(3)R transformations. This symmetry is spontaneously broken to thevetor subgroup SU(3)V and the resulting Goldstone bosons are the eightpseudosalar mesons �;K and �. The quark mass terms breaking the hiralsymmetry help the Goldstone bosons to aquire their mass.The e�etive Lagrangian whih ontains these symmetries is expressed[1-4℄ in terms of the hadroni �elds for heavy and light mesons. The heavyvetor (B�;D�) and pseudosalar (B;D) mesons are represented by a 4� 4Dira matrix H, with one spinor index for the heavy quark and the seondone for the light degree of freedom,H = 1 + v=2 �P ��v� � P5� ; �H = oHyo : (1)P �� and P are the respetive annihilation operators of vetor (1�) and pseu-dosalar (0�) heavy mesons with four-veloity v�.



3852 P. SingerThe Goldstone bosons are represented with the aid of a unitary3� 3 matrix P = exp(2iM=f) with the M being the usual 3� 3 hermitiantraeless matrix desribing the otet of pseudosalar bosons.The most general Lagrangian desribing the interation of heavy mesonswith Nambu�Goldstone bosons, whih is invariant under Lorentz transfor-mations, parity, heavy-quark spin �avour symmetry and hiral symmetry isgiven in the framework we desribed by [1�4℄L = iTr � �Hav�D�baHb	+ f28 ���ab���ybaigTr � �Ha�5A�abHb	 (2)where D� is a ovariant derivative. D� = �� + V�, and f is the pion deayonstant, f = 132 MeV.Using �(x) = �2(x) one introdues a vetor V� = 12(�y��� � ����y) andan axial urrent A� = 12(�y��� + ����y). The �rst two terms of (2) arethe kineti energy terms and the third one is an interation term, de�ningthe strong-interation oupling g. Expliit interation terms are obtainedby expanding the axial urrent in (2) and keeping the �rst term A� =(i=f)��M + : : :. Expressing the interation in terms of (D�;D) �elds (thesame holds for B�; B �elds) one hasLinte� = ��2gf D����MDy + h::�+ 2gif �����D����MD�y�v� (3)and we see that, e.g., D�D� and D�D�� verties are haraterized with thesame strength g. The g-oupling is diretly related to the hadroni ouplinggD�D� whih is de�ned by the on-shell matrix elementhDo(p)�+(q)jD�+(p+ q)i = gD�D���q� (4)where �� is the polarization vetor of D�+. Likewise,hD�o(p; �1)�+(q)jD�+(p+ q; �2)i = gD�D������� ��1 ��2p�q� : (5)From (3)�(5) one �nds the linkgD�D� = gD�D�� = 2MDf g : (6)Moreover, isospin symmetry requiresgD�D� � gD�+Do�+ = �p2gD�+D+�o = p2gD�oDo�o = �gD�oD+�� : (7)



Radiative Deays of Heavy Mesons and the Determination of... 3853The interest in the value of g is not limited to the theoretial interestin the strength of the axial interation de�ned in Eq. (2). The knowledgeof g is of great phenomenologial value, sine its strength is required inthe analyses of many eletroweak proesses [4℄. Among these, for example,are heavy-to-light semileptoni exlusive deays like B ! �`�, Ds ! K`�whih are promising proesses for the extration of CKM matrix elementslike jVubj, and their analysis with VMD requires the knowledge of gB�B�.Other proesses requiring suh knowledge are B ! D��`� deays, hiralorretions to B ! D proesses, deay onstants of heavy mesons, radiativeproesses like D� ! D, B� ! B and more. Thus, no wonder that a largenumber of theoretial papers has been devoted during the last years to theomputation of g. In the rest of this Setion we present a suint overviewof the main attempts in this diretion.The theoretial attempts may be grouped into several lasses; however,even within a single lass of models, the variation of g turns out to be quitelarge. The non-relativisti quark model leads to [3℄ the largest value g = 1,while slightly modi�ed quark models [18, 21℄ bring this value down to aboutg = 0:8. On the other hand, in a alulation [22℄ in whih the e�et ofthe relativisti motion of the light antiquark is taken into aount by theuse of Salpeter equation one arrives at g = 13 . Somewhat higher valueswere obtained in reent quark-model alulations: with a relativisti quarkmodel based on the light front formalism Jaus obtains [9℄ g = 0:56; in a rel-ativisiti quark model with diret quark-meson interations [23℄ one arrivesat g = 0:46; and a quark model with Dira equation [24℄ �nds g = 0:61.The QCD sum rules have also been used [25℄ extensively to the alulationof g. The outome of these alulations is generally in the diretion of smallg values, between 0.15 and 0.35, whih would imply that the deay width ofD� is rather small, i.e. below 45 KeV. Finally, we mention a reent lattieQCD determination [26℄ of g = 042(4)(8) and the analysis of Stewart [14℄of the experimental data on D� ! D�;D whih inorporates symmetrybreaking terms in the Lagrangian and dedues g = 0:27+0:09�0:04.3. A model for two-photon deays D� ! D, B� ! BReently we have onsidered the two-photon proesses B�(D�) !B(D) [6℄, not disussed previously in the literature, by using the HM�Land we found that the D� ! D ould provide a measurement of the muhsought after g-oupling.The alulation of radiative proesses requires the addition of the ele-tomagneti interation to the Lagrangian of Eq. (2). This is performed bythe usual proedure of minimal oupling whih leads to the replaement



3854 P. Singerof derivative operators by ovariant derivatives ontaining the photon �eld.However, this does not su�e to aount for the observed magneti dipoletransitions B� ! B, D� ! D; to aount for these, a ontat gauge in-variant eletromagneti term proportional to F�� must be added, whih hasthe form in the heavy mass limit [11, 14℄L(�) = e�4 Tr ( �Ha���F ��HbÆab); (8)where � is the strength of this anomalous magneti dipole interation andhas mass dimension [1=M ℄.In the following, we present our alulation for the harm setor; then,we shall omment on the features arising in the beauty setor. From (8),additional eletromagneti verties obtain representing D�D� and D�Dinterations of same strength. These areh(k; �)D(v1)jD�(v2; �2)i = �ieMD���������k�v�2 ��2 (9)h(k; �)D�(v1; �1)jD�(v2; �2)i = e�MD�(�1 � k� � �2 � �2 � k� � �1) : (10)The alulation is performed to leading order in hiral perturbation the-ory and to this order there are no ounterterms [14,27℄. In addition to theFeynman diagrams obtained from Eq. (2) with minimal eletromagneti in-teration and from Eq. (8), we must inlude to the same order the pion axialanomaly, whose strength is known. All these terms are of the same order inan 1=N expansion.We start with the desription of the deay of the neutral D�. The deayamplitude A for D�o ! Do may be written asA = Aanomaly +Atree + 6Xi=1 A(i)loops : (11)We shall desribe now the eight ontributions to the amplitude, indiatingthe ouplings entering into eah of them, without giving here the detailedexpressions whih an be found in Ref. [6℄.Aanomaly represents D�o ! Do00�00 ! Do via a virtual neutral pion.Sine the physial deay D�o ! Do�o is allowed, we limit ourselves to aregion for s = (k1+k2)2 whih goes up to 20 MeV away from the pion mass.Given the strength of the pion axial anomaly of (�=�f), where f is the piondeay onstant and � = e2=4�, Aanomaly is proportional to �gD�D�. The treelevel graph is due to the transition D�o ! 00D�o 00 ! Do, ontaining twoinsertions of the anomalous magneti operator. Hene, Atree is proportionalto ��2. A(1)loop desribes the transitionD�o ! (D�+��)! Do with the two



Radiative Deays of Heavy Mesons and the Determination of... 3855photons radiated from the virtual harged pion. Additional graphs, requiredby gauge invariane have one photon radiated from the loop and the seondemitted from the D�D��, D�D� verties or both photons emitted fromthese verties. The other loop diagrams, A(2)loop �A(6)loop ome from diagramswhere both the strong oupling and the magneti one are involved. A(2)loopis given by D�o ! "D�o" ! (D�+��) ! Do, being thus proportionalto �gD�D��gD�D��. In A(3)loop a D�oDo vertex replaes the D�oD�o one inthe initial step, the diagram being proportional to �g2D�D��. A(4)loop desribesthe transition D�o ! (D+��) ! D�o ! Do, where the �rst photon isemitted by the harged pion from the (D+��) loop, while the seond oneomes from the D�o ! Do transition. The expression is then proportionalto �g2D�D��. Exhanging D with a D� in the loop one gets A(5)loop, whihis thus proportional to �g2D�D���. Finally, we have a diagram given byD�o ! (D+��) and then the virtual pion emits one photon while the virtualD+ emits the other one beoming D�+. The virtual (D�+��) reombine toa Do. This is desribed by A(6)loop and is proportional to �g2D�D��(+), where�(+) is the strength of the D�+ ! D+ transition.Calulating from (11) the deay width, one obtains [6℄ an expressionontaining 13 terms, whih depend on various produts g����(+) , where�; � have values 0 to 4 and  has values 0-2. At this point, the ruial stepis to use the existing experimental information on the relative branhingratios � (D�o ! Do�o) : � (D�o ! Do) = (61:9�2:9)% : (38:1�2:9)% and� (D�+ ! Do�+) : � (D�+ ! D+) = (67:6 � 0:9)% : (1:7 � 0:6)% [16,17℄.This allows us to establish � ' 6:6g=MD� and �+ ' 1:7g=MD� . As a result,we were able to express � (D�o ! Do) [6℄ as a funtion of g only:� (D�o ! Do) = h2:52 � 10�11g2 + 5:66� 10�11g3+4:76� 10�9g4 + 3:64� 10�10g5 + 1:53 � 10�9g6i GeV : (12)In obtaining (12) we assumed that the oupling onstants are relatively pos-itive, as indiated by theoretial analysis [14℄. However, if we assume oppo-site sign for various pairs of ouplings, we found that the hanges are rathersmall, the reason being that the main ontribution is given by quadratiterms.Let us de�ne now the branhing ratio for this deayBR (D�o ! Do) = � (D�o ! Do)� (D�o ! Do) + � (D�o ! Do�o) : (13)



3856 P. SingerIn the denominator, we an use for � (D�o ! Do�o) the expression obtain-able from Eq. (4)� (D�o ! Do�o) = 112� g2f2 j~p�j3 = 1:25 � 10�4g2 GeV (14)while for � (D�o ! Do) we use the experimental fat [16℄ � (D�o ! Do�o) :� (D�o ! Do) = 61:9 : 38:1, to reexpress � (D�o ! Do) in terms of g2 aswell. Thus one obtains [6℄� (Do ! all) = (2:02 � 0:12) � 10�4g2 GeV (15)and as a onsequeneBR (D�o!Do)= (0:025 + 0:057g + 4:76g2 + 0:36g3 + 1:53g4)� 10�9g22:02� 10�4g2 :(16)Obviously, a measurement of this ratio will onstitute a measurement of g.Turning to the B�o ! Bo deay, one has a rather di�erent situation.Firstly, the branhing ratio is now de�ned asBR (B�o ! Bo) = � (B�o ! Bo)� (B�o ! Bo) (17)sine there is no strong deay of B�o. The quantity in Eq. (17) turns out tobe a funtion of g, � and �+ and an analysis similar to the one we performedfor D�o deay is not possible. Still, a ertain amount of information is ob-tainable by a judiious analysis in the above parameter spae [6℄. However,we shall not address this topi here.4. Disussion and summaryFirstly, some remarks about the framework of the alulation of [6℄. Theanalysis of D�o ! Do has been performed to leading order in hiral per-turbation theory and mostly to leading order in a 1=M expansion. Corre-tions to the leading order of (2) have been studied extensively in reent years[4,14,28℄. A omprehensive treatment of suh orretions is beyond the sopeof the alulation presented in Ref. [6℄. However, one notes that several fea-tures belonging to the next order are inluded in their [6℄ treatment, likethe use of physial masses for the degenerate doublet of heavy mesons in thedeay alulations and in propagators. For the latter, as well as for vertiesand normalizations the onvention of Ref. [4℄ is used. Thus, the propagatorof heavy vetor mesons is given by �i(g�� � v�v�)=2[(v � k) ��=4℄ and ofpseudosalar mesons by i=2[(v:k)+3�=4℄, where� =MD�(MB�)�MD(MB)and v; k are the veloity and the residual momentum.Additional tehnial points, whih should be mentioned are:



Radiative Deays of Heavy Mesons and the Determination of... 3857(i) the loop alulations for D�o ! Do inlude also ontributions fromintermediate states ontaining K�mesons, like D�o ! (K�D�+s ) !Do with the photons emitted from the virtual K�'s;(ii) ontributions from diagrams ontaining three heavy meson propaga-tors were negleted, as these are very small indeed; diagrams with twoheavy meson propagators were inluded; however their ontribution isquite small;(iii) the ontribution of the �o-anomaly has been estimated and found tobe small;(iv) the o�-the-mass-shell q2-dependene of the anomaly has beennegleted.The alulation desribed here was performed for neutralD�o deay (like-wise for B�). Obviously there are also the D�+ ! D+, B�+ ! B+and D�+s ! D+s  deays. For these deays, one has to onsider also thebremsstrahlung radiation emitted by the initial or �nal harged partiles.We have estimated these deays and we found that the bremsstrahlung partis orders of magnitude larger than the diret one; hene a di�erent type ofanalysis is required [29℄ and we do not address this here.To summarize, we have shown [6℄ that the measurement of the D�o !Do branhing ratio onstitutes an ideal tool for obtaining the magni-tude of the strong g-oupling, sine it an be expressed in terms of g only(Eq. 16). This has been ahieved by ombining a theoretial alulationof D�o ! Do using the Heavy Meson Chiral Lagrangian with the exper-imental information relating the eletromagneti (D� ! D) and strong(D� ! D�) partial deay hannels. The various theoretial estimates put gin the range 0:25 < g < 1. Hene, from Eq. (16) one obtainsg Br[(D�o ! Do)=D�o ! all℄0.25 1:7 � 10�60.38 3:9 � 10�60.5 6:9 � 10�60.7 1:4 � 10�51 3:3 � 10�5These �gures indiate that the suggested measurement is indeed feasiblein the not too distant future.
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